Abstract—One of the important factors that affects a vehicle’s fuel consumption is how it is driven. For a passenger car with an internal combustion engine and continuous variable transmission, this paper quantitatively identified its fuel-optimal driving operations in car-following scenarios and extracted two useful strategies with implementable profiles, Pulse-and-Gliding (PnG) and Constant Speed (CS). After further analysis, it is concluded that as the preceding vehicle’s speed increases, a partial Pulse-and-Gliding, full-Pulse-and-Gliding and Constant Speed strategy becomes optimal successively; and their selection is mainly dominated by both static and transient fueling characteristics of engine. Moreover, in a full-PnG operation, engine always switches between minimum BSFC point and idling point while the range error oscillates between its upper and lower bounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the concerns for energy security and climate change is leading to increasing interests in vehicle economic techniques. Among all the techniques, one important approach is related to how to manipulate a vehicle [1]. For instance, Leonard [2] found that some skillful drivers are able to save fuel without increasing trip time by properly adjusting the vehicle speed. It was demonstrated that driving styles can change fuel efficiency up to 10% even in a normal traffic flow [3]. Related to this fuel-saving technique, two noticeable efforts are undertaking recently: one is the eco-driving project, largely launched in Europe and Japan [4][5], and the other is economy-oriented longitudinal control [6][7]. The former aims to teach fuel-saving skills through driver education, fuel-gauge feedback, and sustainable monitoring, thus enhancing driver’s manipulating level in terms of economy. The latter implements fuel saving skills into automatic control systems in order to achieve more efficient operation than average drivers.

In both projects, a critical prerequisite is to have a firm understanding of fuel saving strategies for given driving situations. Now, the most common way to achieve this is to collect large quantity of experimental data and summarize traits of fuel-efficient drivers. Several eco-driving projects have employed this method and result in various qualitative eco-driving tips, e.g. accelerating moderately, maintaining an even driving pace, eliminating excessive idling, etc. In addition, a Pulse-and-Gliding (PnG) strategy is also known to achieve better fuel economy in light traffic, like SAE Supermileage Competition [8]. Its basic idea is to run engine at high power, store kinetic energy in vehicle inertia, and then coast down to a low speed only using that energy (while the engine is off). Compared to steady cruising, 33%–77% of fuel reduction was observed in a 2007 Ford Focus [8].

However, both the “eco-driving tips” and “PnG strategy” above are still qualitative. They can be used to educate drivers, but not suitable for precise implementation in automatic controllers. Furthermore, some of the lessons learned now are at odds to each other. For instance, the PnG must have a high acceleration phase while some fuel-saving tips suggest drivers accelerate moderately. The objective of this paper is to quantitatively identify optimal driving operations in more practical situations, car-following scenarios. Based on the identified operations, we will extract fuel-saving strategies useful for automatic control systems, e.g. adaptive cruise control. Meanwhile, we will also explain some inconsistencies between existing eco-driving strategies, e.g. PnG (switches between high acceleration and coasting) and moderate accelerations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. For a passenger car with an internal combustion engine, a simplified car-following model is constructed in section 2. Section 3 defines the optimal control problem for best fuel economy. Section 4 demonstrates the identified optimal driving operations and analyzes their corresponding strategies. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

II. MODELING OF CAR-FOLLOWING SYSTEM

A car-following system usually includes a preceding vehicle (PV) and a following vehicle (FV). In this paper, the FV has a 4-cylinder, 2.0-liter gasoline engine and a continuously variable transmission (CVT). To capture the main dynamics in its longitudinal direction, we assume: (1) all powertrain dynamics, e.g. engine, tyre slip, etc, are ignored; (2) the CVT has a wide gear ratio with equal mechanical efficiency [9], and moreover the ratio is always selected to enable engine to track the optimal BSFC (brake
specific fuel consumption) line. Then, we have its longitudinal dynamic model [10]:

\[ \frac{i_g i_0 T_e}{r_w} T_e = Mv + C_j v^2 + Mgf', \]  

(1)

where \( T_e \) is the engine torque, \( \eta_e \) is the mechanical efficiency of the driveline, \( i_g \) is the gear ratio of the transmission, \( i_0 \) is the gear ratio of the final gear, \( v \) is the speed of the FV, \( M \) is the lumped vehicle mass, \( C_j \) is the coefficient of aerodynamic drag, \( g \) is the gravity coefficient, and \( f \) is the coefficient of rolling resistance. Employing a constant-time headway policy \( (R_{d} = \tau_s v_p + d_0) \) [11], the car-following dynamics are expressed as:

\[ \Delta \dot{v} = \Delta v - \tau_s a_p, \]

\[ \Delta v = \frac{1}{M} \left( C_j v^2 + Mgf' \right) - \frac{i_g i_0 \eta_e}{Mr_w} T_e + a_p, \]  

(2)

where \( \Delta R = R - R_d \) is the range error between actual and desired inter-vehicle distances, \( \Delta v = v_p - v \) is the speed error between the PV and FV, \( \tau_s \) is the headway time, \( a_p \) is the PV’s acceleration.

\[ Q_s = q_s + k_e \cdot T_e^2, \]  

(3)

where \( Q_s \) is total fuel rate, \( q_s \) is the static fuel rate, and \( k_e \) is the correcting factor adjustable to compensate for the transient fuel consumption. To estimate the transient correcting coefficient, we assume that the transient fuel consumption should increase static fuel consumption by 4% in the U.S. Federal Test Procedure Cycle FTP-72. Under this assumption, we found \( k_e \approx 2.2 \times 10^5 \text{ g s}^2/(\text{N}^2\cdot\text{m}^2) \).

A. Gear shifting method in CVT

For the gasoline engine, its optimal BSFC line, indicated by symbols of circles, is shown in Fig. 1. It is fitted by a function \( \text{OPT}(\cdot) \):

\[ \omega_{eopt} = \text{OPT}(T_e) = \frac{b_{opt}}{1 - k_{eopt} \cdot T_e}, \]  

(4)

where \( \omega_{eopt} \) is the engine speed in the optimal BSFC line, and \( k_{eopt}, b_{opt} \) are the identified parameters. As assumed before, the gear ratio of the CVT is selected to enable engine track the optimal BSFC line, obtaining:

\[ i_g = \frac{r_w}{i_0} \cdot \frac{\omega_{eopt}}{v}. \]  

(5)

Since the powertrain dynamics are all neglected, the engine will operate at the optimal BSFC line all the time by using Eq. (5). This assumption greatly simplifies the numerical optimization of the optimal control problem below.

B. Analytical Model of engine static fuel rate

When the gear ratio is selected based on Eq. (5), the static fuel rate \( q_s \) is solely a function of the engine power \( P_e \). The static fuel rate for the gasoline engine is shown in Fig. 2 (raw data is derived from Fig. 1).
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![Fig. 1 BSFC characteristics of the gasoline engine](image)

Fig. 1 shows the operating characteristics of the gasoline engine. Its minimum BSFC point is located at about \( \omega_k \approx 300 \text{ rad/s} \) and \( T_e \approx 150 \text{ m/s} \). During idling, \( \omega_k \approx 100 \text{ rad/s} \) and \( T_e = 0 \text{ m/s} \). For a typical internal combustion engine, its total fuel consumption can be divided into two components: static fuel and transient fuel. In fuel-saving driving, it is important to consider transient fuel consumption because the engine power may change significantly and frequently. Usually, the static fuel is modeled as the product of engine power and the engine BSFC, while the transient fuel is somewhat complex to describe. Nevertheless, typical transient behaviors of a gasoline engine increase the static fuel consumption by 4~5% [12][13]. To precisely predict engine fuel in this paper, we add a transient correction term to a static fuel model, obtaining:

\[ Q_s = q_s + k_e \cdot T_e^2, \]  

(3)

where \( Q_s \) is total fuel rate, \( q_s \) is the static fuel rate, and \( k_e \) is the correcting factor adjustable to compensate for the transient fuel consumption. To estimate the transient correcting coefficient, we assume that the transient fuel consumption should increase static fuel consumption by 4% in the U.S. Federal Test Procedure Cycle FTP-72. Under this assumption, we found \( k_e \approx 2.2 \times 10^5 \text{ g s}^2/(\text{N}^2\cdot\text{m}^2) \).

\[ Q_s = q_s + k_e \cdot T_e^2, \]  

(3)

where \( Q_s \) is total fuel rate, \( q_s \) is the static fuel rate, and \( k_e \) is the correcting factor adjustable to compensate for the transient fuel consumption. To estimate the transient correcting coefficient, we assume that the transient fuel consumption should increase static fuel consumption by 4% in the U.S. Federal Test Procedure Cycle FTP-72. Under this assumption, we found \( k_e \approx 2.2 \times 10^5 \text{ g s}^2/(\text{N}^2\cdot\text{m}^2) \).

\[ Q_s = q_s + k_e \cdot T_e^2, \]  

(3)
where \( FR(\cdot) \) is the polynomial function, \( k_{FR}(i) \) are coefficients to be obtained through curve fitting, and \( N \) is the degree of the polynomial. We found that \( N=4 \) results in adequate accuracy.

Shown as Fig. 2, the static fuel rate of a real engine is nonlinear. In order to interpret its relationship with strategy determining, we draw a tangent line starting from the idling point in Fig. 2. Its tangent point is close to the minimum BSFC point, as diamond point in Fig. 2 (If not strictly exact, the tangent point and minimum BSFC point are alternative.). The tangent point (minimum BSFC point) divides the engine operation into two regions, called pre-min-BSFC region and post-min-BSFC region. In the following, we will demonstrate that the tangent point is critical to select optimal driving operations.

### III. Optimal Control Problem and Its Numerical Optimization

In a car-following situation, range tracking is important. When the range is too large, frequent cut-ins from adjacent lane may occur; when the range is very small, drivers and passengers might felt quite uneasy, and rear-end collisions may happen if the leading vehicle brakes suddenly. In order to avoid these problems, constraints on range error must be imposed:

\[
\Delta R_{\text{min}} \leq \Delta R \leq \Delta R_{\text{max}} ,
\]

where \( \Delta R_{\text{min}} \), \( \Delta R_{\text{max}} \) are the lower bound and upper bound, respectively. It may be sensible to have \( |\Delta R_{\text{min}}| \) smaller than \( |\Delta R_{\text{max}}| \) because of humans’ sensitivity to collision risks. However, its effect on fuel consumption is negligible. Therefore, we assume that \( \Delta R_{\text{min}} \) is always equal to \( -\Delta R_{\text{max}} \) in order to reduce the number of free parameters.

To obtain fuel-saving driving strategies, an optimal control problem is constructed to minimize total engine fuel consumption over a horizon \([0, T_f]\):

\[
\text{min } J = \int_0^{T_f} Q_s \cdot dt ,
\]

subjecting to the following constraints:

(a) Engine constraints:

\[
T_{e_{\text{min}}} \leq T_e \leq T_{e_{\text{max}}} , \quad \omega_{e_{\text{min}}} \leq \omega_e \leq \omega_{e_{\text{max}}} ,
\]

(b) Range constraint: Eq. (7)

\[
\Delta v(0) = \Delta v(T_f) = 0 , \quad \Delta R(0) = \Delta R(T_f) = 0 .
\]

In Eq. (8), \( T_f \) is the final time of the problem horizon. In Eq. (9), constraints (a) are hard constraints, imposed by the engine operating limits. Constraints (c) are needed to ensure that the kinetic energy remains identical, and that the total traveling distance of the FV equals that of the PV. TABLE I shows the constraint parameters in the optimal control problem.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint Parameters in Optimal Control Problem</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{e_{\text{min}}} )</td>
<td>0 N.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{e_{\text{max}}} )</td>
<td>170 N.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{e_{\text{min}}} )</td>
<td>80 rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_{e_{\text{max}}} )</td>
<td>600 rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta R_{\text{min}} )</td>
<td>-3.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta R_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>3.0 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimal control problem is numerically solved by using a commercially available add-on of MATLAB, called GPOPS [14]. GPOPS is based on the so-called Gauss Pseudospectral method, an orthogonal collocation approach. In theory, such a method has the best transcribing accuracy (means high accuracy of solutions) and moreover the resulting nonlinear programming has smaller dimension (means high computing efficiency). A drawback of this approach, as implemented in GPOPS, is that all plant models, cost functions and constraints must be in the form of analytical functions. Fortunately, all the models presented earlier have analytical forms and thus this approach can be used.

### IV. Optimization Results and Analysis

In this section, we will perform a series of numerical optimizations to identify optimal control operations. In each optimization, the PV runs at a constant speed. But in different identification the speed is different, ranging from 5m/s to 45m/s. The FV is supposed to largely follow the PV, but has some wiggle room as specified by Eq. (7). The range error \( \Delta R \) constraint is fixed at \( \Delta R_{\text{max}} = -\Delta R_{\text{min}} = 3 \text{m} \). In all identification, the problem horizon is 100 seconds.

In addition, because of initial and final constraints imposed by Eq. (9), the behaviors toward either sides of the horizon are somewhat skewed and less insightful. Therefore, we only focus on the middle part of the horizon when analyzing solutions.

**A. Optimal driving operations at different PV’s speeds**

Fig. 3 shows the optimal control operations at \( v_p = 5 \text{m/s} \), 25m/s and 45m/s.

When \( v_p \) is 45m/s, the constant speed (CS) strategy is found to be the best. When \( v_p \) is 25m/s, however, the Pulse-and-Gliding (PnG) strategy is optimal. In such a strategy, the engine torque switches between the minimum BSFC point \( (T_e=150 \text{ N.m}) \) and the idling point \( (T_e=0 \text{ N.m}) \). The range oscillates between its upper and lower bounds. We will refer this maneuvers that alternate between minimum BSFC operation and engine idling as full Pulse-and-Gliding (full-PnG) strategy. When \( v_p \) reduces to 5m/s, a full-PnG method is no longer optimal because of the transient fuel penalty in engine. However, a PnG-like maneuver with smoother engine torque emerges, which we call partial-Pulse-and-Gliding (partial-PnG) strategy. In such a strategy, speed and range still fluctuate, but engine never reaches the minimum BSFC point.
However, for a vehicle with internal combustion engine, the strategy is mainly dominated by (a) static fuel rate; and (b) transient fuel rate. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the static fuel rate of a real engine can be divided into two regions, pre-min-BSFC and post-min-BSFC. Their separation occurs at the tangent point (or the minimum BSFC point). To explain the cause of those speed-dependent strategies, we draw a conceptual graph of static fuel rate (Fig. 4).

Neglecting powertrain dynamics, the engine always responds instantaneously to driving operations, and with a CVT it only operates on the optimal BSFC line (corresponding to the static fuel rate line in Fig. 4). Accordingly, a full-PnG operation can be graphically represented by a unique secant line $IT$, of which two endpoints $I, T$ mean the engine operating points and the dash line between them means the “switching” action. Similarly, a CS operation corresponds to a fixed point $C$ in Fig. 4. In addition, we define two other common operations: (1) two-point switching, shown as line $AB$ (engine switches between two arbitrary endpoints $A$ and $B$); (2) two-point sliding, which is the arc $ACB$ (engine slides continuously in a smoothing arc $ACB$, not exceeding endpoints $A$ and $B$). It must be noted that the two-point sliding approximates any smoothing operations by a driver or an automatic driving system.

As shown in Fig. 4, for a given power demand, the average static fuel rate in the two-point switching operation is at point $E$ (the intersection between line $AB$ and power demand line $CP$). Those of the full-PnG and CS are at $F$ and $C$, respectively. That for the two-point sliding operation is a certain point $D$ between points $C$ and $E$, depending on the sliding maneuver. It is evident that the switching operation always acts more economically than the sliding operation with identical endpoints; further, the full-PnG operation achieves minimum fuel economy because its corresponding graphic line (line $IT$) is lowest among all “feasible” secant lines in static fuel rate curve (Note: “feasible” is defined as a secant line having the power demand line $CP$ in between its endpoints).

Fig. 3 Optimal fuel saving behavior at different preceding vehicle’s speeds

(a) Engine torque of the FV at different PV’s speeds

(b) Speed error between the FV and PV

(c) Range error at different PV’s speeds

B. Causes for speed-dependent fuel-saving strategies

Now, we observed three different optimal driving strategies, i.e., partial-PnG, full-PnG and CS. As indicated by Chang, the quadratic aerodynamic drag is dominating in strategy selection if a vehicle is assumed to have an engine with completely flat BSFC map\textsuperscript{[15]}]. The domination is because any fluctuation of speed will cause higher aerodynamic drag, thus consuming more kinetic energy.

As shown in Fig. 4, for a given power demand, the average static fuel rate in the two-point switching operation is at point $E$ (the intersection between line $AB$ and power demand line $CP$). Those of the full-PnG and CS are at $F$ and $C$, respectively. That for the two-point sliding operation is a certain point $D$ between points $C$ and $E$, depending on the sliding maneuver. It is evident that the switching operation always acts more economically than the sliding operation with identical endpoints; further, the full-PnG operation achieves minimum fuel economy because its corresponding graphic line (line $IT$) is lowest among all “feasible” secant lines in static fuel rate curve (Note: “feasible” is defined as a secant line having the power demand line $CP$ in between its endpoints).
two endpoints. Only “feasible” secant lines are possible to provide an average power equal to the power demand.) In other words, when the power demand is in the pre-min-BSFC region, the full-PnG strategy is always optimal if not considering transient fuel penalty.

However, when the PV’s speed goes down, the required power also reduces and consequently the fuel improvement from full-PnG decreases. Once the fuel improvement is lower than the transient fuel penalty, the full-PnG operation loses its optimality. The partial-PnG operation, which can reduce transient fuel by smoothing engine behaviors, becomes better.

When the PV’s speed is very high, the power demand lies in the post-min-BSFC region. The static fuel rate curves upwards. In Fig. 4, for any power demand in the right of the tangent point, a fixed point is always lowest among all “feasible” secant lines. Therefore, neither switching nor sliding operations are better than a steady operation, thus the CS strategy is optimal.

C. Changes of duty cycle in full-PnG strategy

The full-PnG strategy is important because it covers a large portion of driving operations on expressways. Fig. 5 shows the optimal engine torque profiles at several medium speeds. To quantify the torque profiles, we define a duty cycle percentage ($\lambda_{png}$) based on the percentage of time when the torque stays at the high level. As can be seen in Fig. 5, $\lambda_{png}$ increases with the PV’s speed, because the power needed to overcome the road load increases.

Fig. 5 Optimal engine operations at several medium PV’s speeds—all exhibit full-PnG behavior

When the full-PnG strategy is used, the engine switches between two points, but the average power must be equal to the required power. So, $\lambda_{png}$ can be estimated from the ratio between power demand ($P_{edes}$) and power at the minimum BSFC point ($P_{min}$):

$$\lambda_{png} \approx \frac{P_{edes}}{P_{min}} \times 100\%, \quad P_{edes} < P_{min} \quad (10)$$

$$P_{edes} = \frac{1}{\eta_f} \left( C_A \cdot v_p^3 + Mgf \cdot v_p \right)$$

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the static fuel rate, PnG duty cycle and vehicle speed. The left axis corresponds to the complementary duty cycle ($1-\lambda_{png}$)×100%, where the identified $\lambda_{png}$ (dot-solid line) is from the optimization results and the calculated $\lambda_{png}$ (circles) is calculated from Eq.(13). It can be seen that Eq. (10) predicts the PnG duty cycle quite accurately. When the complimentary duty cycle $1-\lambda_{png}$ is close to 100% (at 5m/sec and below), we have a partial-PnG strategy which is hard to implement because of its transient nature. When $1-\lambda_{png}=0\%$, the CS strategy can be used as a reasonable alternative.

In theory, the separation between full-PnG and CS happens exactly at the speed corresponding to the tangent point (minimum BSFC point). The numerical results however indicate it happens at a slightly lower speed (35m/s, instead of 38m/s) because of the transient fuel penalty.

D. Fuel economy improvement due to full-PnG

Comparing steady speed operations, the fuel economy improvement using the full-PnG strategy ascribes to two variables: (a) Duty cycle percentage ($\lambda_{png}$) and (b) BSFC benefit ($C_{bsfc}$). The former reflects the time length that engine works at minimum BSFC point and the latter is the difference between the minimum BSFC point and other point at the required road load, calculated from:

$$C_{bsfc} = \frac{q_{BSFC}(P_{edes}) - q_{BSFC}(P_{min})}{q_{BSFC}(P_{min})} \times 100\% \quad (11)$$

Increasing either $\lambda_{png}$ or $C_{bsfc}$ will improve fuel economy of PnG strategy. As illustrated in Fig. 7, $\lambda_{png}$ increases, but $C_{bsfc}$ decreases with vehicle speed. The fuel economy reaches a maximum of about 32% at 15m/sec, which is roughly half of the speed of minimum BSFC point.
The fuel economy improvement due to the partial-PnG strategy is insignificant. Moreover, it is difficult to implement as a human driving strategy or in automatic control algorithms due to its continuous manipulation. Therefore, in practice, a constant speed approach should be adopted at low speeds (<5 m/s). In summary, when designing fuel saving longitudinal control systems, the CS strategy can be used at low and high speeds, and the full-PnG strategy can be used for medium speed. The speed thresholds are vehicle dependent, and for our case they are 5 m/sec and 35 m/sec, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzed the fuel-optimal driving operations of vehicles in car-following scenarios. We first solve the optimal behavior numerically and then develop implementable algorithms based on the numerical solutions. The major findings include:

1) As average vehicle speed increases, optimal driving maneuver changes from partial Pulse-and-Gliding (PnG), to full Pulse-and-Gliding and finally to Constant Speed (CS) strategy. In reality, however, partial-PnG implementation is difficult and the fuel saving is limited, and thus a CS strategy should be used at both low and high vehicle speeds. In medium speed condition, the full-PnG strategy requires that engine switches periodically between minimum BSFC point and idling point, and the range error oscillates between the upper/lower boundaries.

2) For a passenger car with an internal combustion engine, fuel-optimal driving operations in car-following scenarios are mainly dominated by two factors: (a) engine static fuel rate; and (b) engine transient fuel consumption. The separation threshold of full-PnG and CS is theoretically at the speed corresponding engine minimum BSFC point, but actually somewhat lower because of transient fuel penalty.
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